Ensure SSR aspects of mission mandates benefit from context-specific inputs

Attach clear benchmarks for SSR progress to mission mandates

Provide greater mission-specific information to the 5th Committee

Key actions to enhance UN SSR work

1. Increase UN Security Council dialogue with host countries

2. Support senior mission leaders on SSR

3. Improve strategic oversight of SSR

4. Produce practical SSR guidance for UN missions

5. Resource SSR work better

Develop actionable and context-specific SSR implementation guidance for UN field missions

Develop a short UN-wide SSR policy

Increase the resourcing level of the GFP trust fund

Increase mission programmatic funding for SSR

Develop a standard template for country-specific trust funds for SSR

Continue to develop the partnership with the World Bank

Develop better executive coaching on SSR

Make strategic reflection sessions mandatory for mission management teams

Resource the SSRU or GFP for SSR policy development, field support and learning

Create a standby network to provide SSR consultancy services

Develop standardized analytical and learning capabilities across missions

Appoint an SSR advisor at ASG level in support of the USGs of DPO and DPPA

Ensure that a senior SSR advisor is part of the front office of the SRSG, D-SRSG or Special Envoy

Increase mission programmatic funding for SSR

Increase the resourcing level of the GFP trust fund

Continue to develop the partnership with the World Bank